Turn your good practice into a great one – part three

Jacqui Goss continues with your journey toward practice perfection!

The way your calls are answered is crucial

Attention dentists, hygienists and all other wet finger operatives. Imagine if you will that you have no appointment system. People turn up when they feel like it and bang repeatedly on the door of your treatment room, regardless of how busy you are. As more people arrive they also start banging on the door. When you let one of them in you discover they're not a patient and you have no notes on them. Nevertheless they sit themselves in your chair and demand attention. They may be there for five minutes or half an hour. Meanwhile, the banging on the door is getting ever louder...

A nightmare scenario? Nooo... just a typical working day for a receptionist through the prism of being a dentist. For front of house staff, answering the phone is just one of their many routine tasks yet the way they do it and what they say can significantly affect practice profits. I'm amazed that some practices spend time and money attracting potential patients (read part two to find out how) and then don't 'close the deal' by overlooking the training and on-going development of their reception staff.

I've been on both ends of the telephone. Practice owners employ me to play the role of potential new patients to assess how well the telephone is answered. As extreme examples, reception staff can be 'captured spies' – persistent questioning is required to elicit any information – or they can be ‘monologue-ists’ – they emit a continuous stream of words, often repeating themselves rather than pausing for breath!

Every time you answer the phone in this way 10, 20, 50 times a day. Before the week is out they're answering: “G'morning. Sunny Smiles Dental Practice. Jacquispeak... n'Icanhelp!”

Okay, let's start considering what mistakes can be made when answering the telephone and how they can be avoided. The usual advice is to first confirm the business name and then identify yourself (I'm making up the names): “Good morning. Sunny Smiles Dental Practice. Jacqui speaking and I can help you”.

The problem comes when somebody answers the telephone in this way 10, 20, 50 times a day. Before the week is out they're answering: “G'morning. Sunny Smiles Dental Practice. Jacquispeak... n'Icanhelp!”

As a humorous diversion, older readers may recall the Morecambe and Wise sketch ‘Morny Stannit’. Eric plays a street newspaper seller who repeatedly calls out the name of the newspaper – “Morning Standard” over time having become “Morny Stannit”. Incidentally, the Morny Stannit is now available online: http://mornystannit.info

The caller is either obliged to ask that this be repeated or they carry on without having background noise.

PFM Dental continues their popular verifiable CPD courses in 2013 with booking now open for:

- Preparing for retirement – Leicester 3rd May and Edinburgh 20th September
- Buying a Practice – Wakefield 7th May (evening)

Preparing for retirement – an insight into goodwill valuations from leading practice valuers PFM Dental. A specialist dental solicitor will cover legal issues including: NHS contract transfers, sale agreements and employment law. Dental accountants PFM Townends will present on tax reliefs and independent financial advisers will focus on the NHS Pension and wealth management.

Buying a Practice – financing a practice purchase and presenting your case to the banks. Lloyds TSB Healthcare will cover finance applications and PFM Dental’s practice valuers will offer guidance on goodwill values. A specialist dental solicitor will cover sale/purchase agreements and common pitfalls.

To book your place on one of PFM Dental’s verifiable CPD courses please email mandy.wraige@pfmdental.co.uk or call Mandy on 0845 2414480.
properly heard what was said. The tendency to speak rapidly (sometimes in a frenzied way) is called pressured speech. In other circumstances, it can be a symptom of certain mental health conditions such as schizophrenia. I won’t get sucked into the whole world of psycholinguistics but I can tell you that it’s a topic which has evoked considerable study—not least by Heidi Biggenbach from California who has written several books on the subject.

There are accepted rates of speech, measured as words per minute (wpm). Fewer than 110wpm is slow whereas conversational speech is somewhere around 150wpm or more (some experts say 180-200wpm is ideal, others consider this fast). There are free audio books available via the Internet (www.booksaboutspeed.com is one website) and these can help you gauge a rate of speech that can be readily understood. You can also find rate of speech tests – Lisa R. Marshall, host and creator of The Public Speaker podcast, offers one here: http://www.lisamarshall.com/unategorized/how-fast-do-i-speak.

Bear in mind that research has shown older people tend to perform more poorly (although there can be considerable variation) when speech is deliberately speeded up.

There are four key things to remember:
• The speed of answering should be slower than normal conversation
• It should be a ‘smiley’ greeting (see below)
• The caller should be identified by repeating your own name and then asking the caller for theirs, eg “My name, again, is Jacqui, may I take your name please?”
• Listen to what the caller says.

Ways of giving a ‘smiley’ greeting on the telephone include speaking clearly and naturally and perhaps with a deeper voice, and smile genuinely while you do so. Colleagues should occasionally listen to how practice team members answer the telephone to ensure they haven’t reverted to an Olympic pace greeting! The other thing to be checked regularly is that your telephone system has good audio clarity – unless a colleague makes a trial call every so often, you may never know. They should also check that receptionists are not starting to speak before the line is properly connected.

For further details and to book a place please visit: www.londec.co.uk
Alternatively, please call or email: 0207 848 4570 / info@londec.co.uk
Looking for a suitable venue to deliver first-rate postgraduate dental training? Or for a meeting or conference? LonDEC is a flexible space that adapts to meet your needs. Contact us to find out how we can help you.

www.londec.co.uk

Please contact us to take advantage of our limited early bird course fees.

All courses include refreshments, lunch and CPD certificate.

*Please contact us to take advantage of our limited early bird course fees.

**Colleagues should occasionally listen to how practice team members answer the telephone to ensure they haven’t reverted to an Olympic pace greeting.**

Finally, how does your answerphone message sound to callers? Check for clarity, background noise, pace of speech and good intonation.

Why have I used most of this article concentrating on just the first few seconds of a telephone call? It’s because those first seconds are critical – it is oft quoted that research shows that people form first impressions of others in just a very few seconds. Unfortunately, I can’t refer you to specific research to verify this. I can, however, give you a great reading recommendation. It’s Drop the Pink Elephant by Broadcasting Business Managing Director, Bill McFarlan. The book is about ways to speak to people without getting them focused on the opposite of what you are saying. Eg if someone says: “Don’t think about a pink elephant,” then, of course, that is exactly what you think about. So, if you say: “Don’t worry, we are really good with nervous patients,” all the patient hears is that they should worry!